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Increasing Colorectal Cancer Screening
Uptake in Patients:
Provider-Initiated Discussion at Every Primary
Care Patient Encounter
Abstract
Colorectal cancer killed 51,651 people in the United States in 2014, despite this
type of cancer being almost completely preventable and, if diagnosed in early
stages, highly treatable. Colorectal cancer screening is recommended for all people
50-75 years of age at specified intervals depending on the type of screening used,
as well as the screening results. However, only 58.2% of people in the United
States had received appropriate screening based on their age, past screening
participation, and the results of past screenings in 2013. Although patients have
many barriers pertaining to uptake of colorectal cancer screening, most often cited
is lack of knowledge and lack of provider recommendation. Population-based
interventions are cost-effective ways of increasing the knowledge of the general
public. Offering colorectal screening methods other than colonoscopy increases
colorectal screening recommendation adherence. Despite these interventions,
the importance of the patient-provider discussion is widely cited in the literature
as a critical factor in decreasing barriers to screening and providing individualized
screening recommendations with a high probability of uptake. Multiple missed
opportunities exist every day within established primary care practices, and can
be captured with provider-initiated discussion of colorectal cancer screening
recommendations at every primary care patient encounter.
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Introduction
Colorectal cancer killed 51,651 people in the United States in
2014 [1], despite this type of cancer being almost completely
preventable and, if diagnosed in early stages, highly treatable
[2]. The U.S. Preventive Services Task Force (USPSTF) currently
recommends routine stool-based screening or directvisualization screening for asymptomatic patients at average
risk of colorectal cancer, offering an array of screening options
to allow patient-centered decision-making [3]. Colorectal
cancer screening is recommended for all people 50-75 years of
age at specified intervals depending on the type of screening
used, as well as the screening results [2]. However, only 58.2%
of people in the United States had received appropriate
screening based on their age, past screening participation,
and the results of past screenings in 2013 [4].

Two common barriers to colorectal cancer screening cited in
the research include lack of knowledge about the importance
of colorectal cancer screening [5] and lack of provider
recommendation for screening [5-7]. To respond to this lack of
awareness, resources in the United States have been concentrated
on population-based interventions to inform the public of the
importance of colorectal cancer screening. As an example, Centers
for Disease Control (CDC) launched the Screen for Life: National
Colorectal Cancer Action Campaign in 1999, and it is still at work
today. This campaign provides multi-media messages about the
importance of colorectal screening for everyone between 50-75
years of age. It emphasizes that colorectal cancer does not always
cause symptoms, thus making screening especially important to
allow for removal of precancerous adenomatous polyps and the
diagnosis of colorectal cancer in its earliest stages, when it is most
treatable. In addition, it emphasizes that the risk for colorectal
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ASSESS

1. Staﬀ complete pre-visit planning, looking for indication for screening or documentation of
prior screening in the electronic health record (EHR).
2. While rooming each patient (regardless of chief complaint), staﬀ interviews the patient to
determine if/when the patient has participated in colorectal screening as well as the results
(if applicable), and ensures all information is accurately reﬂected in the EHR.
3. If the patient and/or the EHR indicate a prior recommendation for screening has been made
but the screening has not been completed, the staﬀ interviews the patient for potential
barriers and information needs and alerts the provider.

ADVISE / AGREE / ARRANGE
1. Considering information received in ASSESS (above), the provider advises the patient on
recommendations related to colorectal cancer screening (e.g. when testing is needed, what
testing methods are appropriate options, details related to appropriate testing methods)
and the patient is given an opportunity to present questions/concerns and participate in
mutual decision-making.
2. The patient and provider agree on a plan, including when the testing should occur, what
testing method will be used, how the patient will be informed of test results and any
additional follow-up that is needed (if applicable).

ASSIST
1. Patients opting for guaiac-based FOBT (gFOBT), fecal immunochemical tests (FIT or FIT-DNA) are
directed to the clinic laboratory for face-to-face
Referenceseducation (i.e: how/when to perform the test,
how/when to return it for evaluation) as well as to obtain the testing kit.
2. Patients opting for ﬂexible sigmoidoscopy or colonoscopy are informed that the surgery
department will be calling them to schedule a face-to-face education related to preparation for
the test and what to expect during/after the test, as well as to schedule the actual procedure.

Figure 1 Using the 5 A’s framework to increase colorectal cancer screening uptake with provider-initiated discussion of colorectal cancer
screening at every primary care patient encounter. Adapted from agency for healthcare research and quality five major steps to
intervention (The "5 A's").

cancer increases with age, reinforcing the importance of getting
screened at the recommended intervals until age 75, even if initial
screening included no abnormal findings. Finally, it provides a
guide on how to speak with providers about colorectal cancer
screening [8]. Although the population-based interventions
discussed above will move forward efforts to increase colorectal
cancer screening rates, there is overwhelming evidence that
lack of provider recommendation for colorectal screening is a
significant barrier to screening uptake [5-7,9-16].

Addressing Barriers for Providers
Provider-level barriers cited in review of the literature
include but are not limited to, lack of knowledge of screening
recommendations and options for screening other than
colonoscopy [3,5,12,13,17]. The U.S. Preventive Services Task
Force (USPSTF) currently recommends routine stool-based
screening or direct-visualization screening for asymptomatic
patients at average risk of colorectal cancer. Stool-based
screening is recommended on a yearly basis and options
include guaiac-based fecal occult blood tests (gFBOT), fecal
immunochemical tests (FIT), or fecal immunochemical testing
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combined with stool DNA testing (FIT-DNA). Direct-visualization
screening recommendations include colonoscopy every 10 years,
CT colonography every 5 years, or flexible sigmoidoscopy every
5 years (or every 10 years if combined with annual FIT testing).
The USPSTF recommendations intentionally offer an array of
screening options to allow patient-centered decision-making [3].
In addition, CDC is working to better inform health care providers
and is currently offering Continuing Medical Education (CME)
entitled, Screening for Colorectal Cancer: Optimizing Quality
[17]. The CME modules review the menu of options for effective
colorectal cancer screening, how to decide which option is
best for each patient, and the importance of offering patients
forms of colorectal cancer screening other than colonoscopy
when appropriate, to promote adherence to screening
recommendations.

Provider-Initiated Discussion
In current practice, provider-initiated discussion of preventive
screening is typically reserved for periodic health examination
encounters. Although this is a logical time for discussion of
preventive screening, many patients do not schedule periodic
This article is available in: http://healthcare-communications.imedpub.com
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health examinations and only present to the primary care clinic
for acute illness or chronic illness management. Therefore,
a significant number of individuals do not receive these
recommendations. In addition, there are individuals who
receive colorectal cancer screening recommendations, yet do
not follow-through to uptake of actual screening [13]. There are
recommendations to increase the quantity and the quality of
colorectal screening discussions [12], yet there remains a gap in
the literature as to how to elevate practice to this level.
Provider-initiated colorectal cancer screening discussions
at every primary care patient encounter results in repeated
provider-initiated discussion related to the need for colorectal
cancer screening, which projects the importance of this
screening recommendation, as well as repeatedly opens a
dialogue concerning barriers to follow-through with prior
recommendations, as applicable. This practice also increases
the quality of colorectal screening discussions, as the provider
engages in tailored discussions of the patient’s individual risk
level, their previous experiences with screening, and the barriers
they face to complete recommended screening. The importance
of the patient-provider discussion is widely cited in the literature
as a critical factor in decreasing barriers to screening and
providing individualized screening recommendations with a high
probability of uptake [5-7,12-16].

Putting it all Together
Five Major Steps to Intervention (the "5 A's") is an intervention
model previously used by Agency for Healthcare Research and
Quality (AHRQ) for use with tobacco cessation [18]. The 5 A’s
(assess, advise, agree, assist, and arrange) can be applied to
provider-initiated discussion of colorectal cancer screening as
depicted in Figure 1. The responsibility for implementation
of this intervention model can be shared by the primary care
team. The “ASSESS” process begins with pre-visit planning where
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staff look for indication for screening or documentation of prior
screening in the electronic health record (EHR). Next, the staff
that is rooming the patient who will interview the patient related
to their colorectal screening status and/or experiences at the
same time as they are collecting information related to their chief
complaint, and current medications. The information collected
can be recorded or updated in the EHR, which makes it accessible
to the provider. The “ADVISE/AGREE/ARRANGE” process begins
as the provider then discusses the information with the patient in
an individualized manner to address their specific health status,
as well as their particular experiences, questions, and concerns.
The provider then makes a patient-specific recommendation
for colorectal screening, the patient has an opportunity to
pose questions and concerns, and they agree on a plan for
colorectal cancer screening. The “ASSIST” process completes the
intervention as the logistical information needed to complete
colorectal cancer screening as recommended is shared and
mutually agreed upon.

Conclusion
Colorectal cancer continues to cause significant morbidity
and mortality in the United States, despite the availability of
preventive screening. Although patients have many barriers
pertaining to uptake of colorectal cancer screening, most often
cited is lack of knowledge and lack of provider recommendation.
Population-based interventions are cost-effective ways of
increasing the knowledge of the general public. Offering
choices on colorectal screening methods and allowing the
patient to participate in shared decision-making increases
colorectal screening recommendation adherence. Despite these
interventions, multiple missed opportunities every day within
established primary care practices exist, and can be captured
with provider-initiated discussion of colorectal cancer screening
recommendations at every primary care patient encounter.
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